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“Now Timinny, we really need to have a little chat.”
“Yeah?” Tim said, glancing at the chronocrystal on his wrist. “How does 

Wednesday sound to you? I’m free around noon. We could do lunch.”
Quaney moved an index finger back and forth while ‘tisking’ through his teeth.
“I don’t think so Underdùnn.” This time he pronounced Tim’s last name properly 

as “Underdoon”, but it was clear that if Tim tried to get away he would soon be very un-
done. Tim feared that was going to happen to him regardless. “We’re going to have that 
talk right now, and right here.”

“Now we’ve had this conversation before, Tim.” Quaney continued. “That area of
town is my territory. You operate in my territory; I get a cut.”

“Yes, we have discussed this before.” Tim growled. “You want your own cut of 
our action, over and above monthly Thieves’ Guild dues. I already pay the guild their 
dues out of my own pocket for each of the kids who are, shall we say, on the active roster.
The guild knows all this. You know all this…” Timinny paused, then added, “Hmmm, you
know… I imagine the guild would look very unfavorably on anyone collecting their dues 
and… well, forgetting to pass them on.”

“I’m hurt, Tim.” Quaney’s face showed no look of hurt, or any emotion at all 
actually. We both know the guild doesn’t care, or want anything to do with how each thief
or shadow company runs their business. The members wouldn’t let the guild council get 
that much power over their individual operations, even if they wanted it…”

Tim cut in again, spittle flying in his vehemence. “I’m not a member of Quaneys-
R-Us! Neither are the kids. I don’t recognize any territories other than the local guild’s 
authority over the metro area as a whole. Anyway, they’re just a small group of homeless 
tykes looking for a break. If we give them a chance, someday they’ll become either full-
time productive members of the guild, or people who are willing to either help us out or 
at least look the other way every once in a while.”

Quaney continued where he left off, as if he hadn’t heard Tim’s outburst. “So, for 
the last time, anyone who works my territory — young brat or no — pays me a little 
respect by offering a portion of his take. You came into this town a ways back, an uppity 
little halfling, flashing lots of money around, setting yourself up as pretty as you please. 
Then you start working your own deals without any consideration for respect and 
seniority.” Quaney’s voice was getting if anything softer. It was a little difficult for Tim to
hear just a couple feet away over the street noise. Tim had to admit that Quaney’s soft-
spoken trick, forcing a person to really concentrate on what was being said, seemed to 
give those words a lot more gravitas… Or if nothing else it made the speaker seem even 
more of a psycho.

“You’ve always considered yourself better than the rest of us, Tim. Like you’re 
shit don’t stink. Like your methods are purer or something.”

Despite Tim’s better judgment, his damnable mouth took off before his brain 
could engage. “Oh I respect lots of people in the guild, Quaney. Just not you and your 
band of bullies and thugs. You’re not true thieves or even one of these new fangled 
organized crime types. You’re just a…” He suddenly realized he was signing his own 
death warrant when he saw Quaney glance up and then nod to the figure of Thom hulking
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at Tim’s back. 
“Sorry,” Tim interrupted himself, “just a little joke. Actually, I think you’re all 

swell.”
Two massive hands latched onto Timinny’s upper arms, lifted him and propelled 

him into a neighboring alley. Quaney and Cary took a leisurely look around the street 
before they followed them in.

Thom carried Tim half way down the alley, then slammed the hauflin’s hairy feet 
back onto the pavement. Thom’s large calloused hands moved from Tim’s arms to his 
shoulders, pinning the hauflin to the spot as effectively as if he were manacled to the 
ground. The hauflin discovered that he was trembling, his mouth blabbering. He hated 
himself with a sudden passion for it, but he couldn’t stop. One slightly overweight hauflin
spell-hacker just under four feet high who spent most of his time at a computer keyboard 
up against three men — one a muscled-bound behemoth much enamored with delivering 
pain, an equally enthusiastic cutthroat, and one sociopath nut-job with delusions of 
grandeur. Some good he was doing the kids, his sister, or himself just now.

I’m a dead-man. “Now look, Quaney, how much of a cut were you wanting 
again?…”

Quaney just crossed his arms and stared at Timinny. He looked, Tim thought, like 
he was considering how best to dismember a hauflin. 

Dead, dead, dead… “I’m thinking I might not only be able to cut you into the 
kids’ action, but I’ve also got this deal I’m working on that you might be interested in…”

“At this point,” Quaney finally whispered. “I really could care less about my cut 
or your… disrespect. No, what I want to know is: Who was that tramp you had working 
for you?” 

Tim’s mouth snapped shut as he blinked, confused. “Who? What?” 
It took Tim’s brain a moment to switch tracks from thoughts of upcoming death to

the events that had transpired in the park. Quaney must have anticipated this, as he only 
continued to stare — examining some interesting yet useless form of life, a bug named 
Tim Underdùnn.

Eventually Tim managed to re-engage his brain and his mouth went into overdrive
again. “I have no idea, Quaney. Honest. The first I realized something was going on was 
when I saw the bum with a couple of the kids’ candy bags. To be honest I first thought he 
was one of your shades. I mean, I saw him give Cary here one of his bags.” Tim nodded 
to the wiry cannon. “But not before dumping half that bag into…”

Quaney held up a finger and Tim’s tirade stumbled to a halt.
“You expect me to believe a wandering bum just stumbled on our little trap for 

you and took it upon himself to rescue a useless hauflin and his posse of snot-nosed 
gutter rats? Just decided to humiliate me on a whim? Do you know how much MacLood 
costs me or have any idea how difficult it’s going to be to get him or any of my city 
watch contacts to trust one of my plans again after an embarrassment this public?”

“You’ve got to believe me, guys.” Tim looked from Quaney to Cary. He even 
tried to crane his head up to look in the face of Thom who still held on to him from 
behind. “I never saw the tramp until today. I have no idea why he did what he did. It still 
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makes no sense to me. Just before you stopped me I was thinking he…”
Quaney silenced Tim by slapping him in the face. Tim almost wanted to thank 

him, because the unexpected pain finally brought him back to himself, silencing his fear, 
and stoking his rage.

“How dare you, you…”
Quaney ignored Tim’s indignation, glanced up at Thom once more, and said two 

simple words, in an ever-so-soft voice.
“Kill him.”
Thom’s vise-like hands moved lightning fast from Tim’s shoulders to around his 

neck and started to squeeze. Suddenly unable to breath in mid startled inhale, Tim’s eyes 
bulged. He fully expected to hear the snap of his neck being broken. Instead there was a 
loud hollow-sounding clunk followed by a painful grunt from Thom. Tim found he could 
suddenly breath again.

Quaney and Cary stared in shock as Thom staggered for a moment. A brick had 
just come flying across the alley from above to bounce off Thom’s head. A voice 
suddenly called down, coming from the general direction the brick had arrived. “Now, 
now. Not so fast.”

They all turned and looked towards the sound of the voice. The wall on that side 
of the alley was in shadow, so the figure they saw seemed to appear out of nowhere. The 
disheveled form of the tramp from the park sat on a step near the bottom landing of a fire 
escape on the wall. He sat, hands dangling between his knees, apparently unconcerned by
the shock he had just caused. 

The man seemed now to Tim to be more than just some tramp. He appeared to 
have become… otherworldly — a strange urban scarecrow, a very real Sahwin and 
Allhallowtide bogeyman.

The raggedy man was very pale, sweating slightly despite the autumn chill. His 
large steel-gray eyes blazed unnaturally bright from beneath his mop of tangled black 
hair. At the park, Tim had thought the man old, as his hair appeared graying. Now Tim 
thought he was probably at the far end of middle aged. The hair at his temples was not 
gray, but silver — almost metallic. Like his eyes, those silver strands seemed unnaturally 
bright, reflecting what little light found its way into the shadows. Finally, Tim noticed the
man was trembling ever so slightly, as if a barely restrained energy raged to be let out. 
Tim suspected the man was burning up his last reserves, as he also looked to be very, 
very ill.

“You!” Quaney hissed. Carey had his hand on the dagger at his belt. Thom merely
blinked and rubbed at the rapidly growing lump on the side of his temple. Hunched over 
and gulping air into his lungs, Tim could only stare in amazement.

The vagabond stood nonchalantly. And then, rather than ride the fire escape ladder
down, he vaulted the railing. He caught a nearby drain pipe against the wall with his right
hand and foot, slid down, and then jumped the last couple of feet to the pavement below. 
A slight stumble at the end and the tremble in his hands was the only thing to mar his 
performance and reveal that he was far from healthy.

“I believe you were looking for me? Daenee’s the name…” Daenee shook his 
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head, confused for a second. Quaney took the opportunity to gesture to his accomplices to
spread out. The thug and the cutthroat immediately began moving to opposite sides of the
intruder to cut off any attempted escape.

“No, that’s not right.” Daenee continued. “Daenee was my given name. The name 
I picked for myself was… FINN!” A huge grin cracked the tramps matted beard. “Hi, my 
name’s Finn.”

Apparently oblivious to the men coming at him slowly from opposite sides, Finn 
rolled his neck one way, then another — grinning at the popping sound his neck vertebrae
made. 

“To be honest, Mister Quaney and company, I really had no desire to make your 
acquaintance. I overheard enough from you back at the park, and while I can’t remember 
the specifics, I’m pretty sure I’ve met enough of your kind in the past to know you’re… 
well, a complete dick.”

Timinny saw the passionless mask Quaney always wore crack for a second. 
Behind the mask was the hatred Tim had always known ruled this man’s heart, but was 
that a flash of hurt pride on Quaney’s face as well. Quaney’s mouth worked as he tried to 
come up with something to say, but Finn continued.

“Trying to entrap little kids because they won’t line your pockets. Three large 
men against one small hauflin who really had nothing to do with your… embarrassment. 
You know, you guys really make one wonder about the future of humanity.”

Quaney had wanted to find this man, make him talk, find out who he was working
for. All that went out the window as he was confronted by this… this gutter trash fool. 
Never before had someone been able to crack his composure so easily. Then again no one
had ever been insane enough to nonchalantly taunt him so to his face in front of his own 
men.

Quaney’s composed whisper was gone. Perhaps that is why his screeched 
command seemed nervously higher than normal.

“Kill him!”
The two men flanking Finn moved simultaneously. Cary led with a lunge of his 

dagger while Thom came in slightly behind with hopes to grab the mad tramp and crush 
the life out of him. Finn moved almost at the same time, his eyes still apparently on 
Quaney. He slid towards Cary, grabbing the outstretched arm with his left, and then 
Cary’s far hip with his right. Finn used the man’s own momentum to pull the thief in front
of him. A frightened laugh nearly burst Tim’s mouth as it looked like Finn was leading 
Cary in a dance.

Thom barely caught himself from running into Cary’s outstretched dagger, that 
Finn was essentially wielding through his grip on Cary’s wrist. His dance like moves 
continued, as Finn ducked under Cary’s arm, came back up and used that arm like a 
fulcrum to spin Cary around and away — right into Thom. Just before he finally let go of 
Cary’s arm he twisted, and suddenly he was holding Cary’s blade.

“I always liked dancing.” Finn said as he turned towards his two assailants. Cary 
had ended up in Thom’s arms, and seemed more insulted by that than he would have been
if he’d hit the dirty pavement. He was about to get his wish. 
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Before Cary could get his balance and step away, Thom suddenly hurled him right
back at Finn. This had not occurred to Finn. He barely side-stepped out of the way, 
sticking out his foot to send Cary sprawling into a puddle of something foul. Thom 
meanwhile used the distraction to close the distance with unusual speed for a man his 
size. Finn managed to spin back towards Thom just in time to get a very large fist in his 
right eye.

The massive blow knocked Finn back, and spun him like a top, sending the 
dagger he’d stolen from Cary flying back down the alley. He fell to one knee, his hair 
hanging down over his face. Despite being hit in the face, Finn suddenly grabbed his gut 
as his arms and legs started to shake violently.

Oh no. Timinny thought. He’s having some kind of fit.
“Oh look, the baby’s starting to cry.” Thom taunted as he sauntered over, shaking 

the pain from the fist with which he’d just popped Finn. Cary meanwhile was pulling 
himself up from the puddle, wiping ineffectually at his clothes with a murderous look in 
his eyes.

Every muscle in Finn’s body suddenly tensed rock hard. He went from one knee 
to both knees, his arms supporting his upper body as his body spasmed. Finally he 
retched, his back heaving. Having had nothing to eat or drink for a few days, all that 
eventually hit the pavement between Finn’s trembling hands was a small puddle of 
yellow bile. Thom and Cary had frozen, unable to turn away. Quaney looked on with 
obvious disgust.

Finally Finn started to rise slowly from his knees, still trembling. He stood up. He 
wiped his hands on the rags of his pants, then one hand brushed his hair back from his 
face. His face was no longer ghostly pale, but flushed, fevered. The look revealed there 
caused Thom, who had started to move forward, to falter.

Finn’s eyes were… elsewhere. They burned with a mad light. His eyes darted here
and there around the alley, looking at things that were obviously not there. His tousled 
hair, tangled beard, the dark bruise already forming around one eye; it all matched the 
crazed look that now filled his eyes.

Oh shit. He’s either a berserker, he’s got the DT’s… or both. Tim thought. This 
Finn guy may survive this, but all four of us… We’re already dead.


